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	First Name: Michael
	Last Name: Wallace
	Title: Principal
	Organization  Company: MW&A
	Cell Phone: 505-401-3785
	Email: mwa@abeqas.com
	Title 12 words max: New solar based moisture and temperature forecasts in the western US
	Summary 25 words max for the program booklet: Higher accuracy forecasts of temperature
	1: and moisture are documented for the western U.S. in this study which draws upon solar cycles
	2: 
	bio: Michael Wallace is a practicing groundwater and surface water hydrologist who is also enrolledin a Ph.D. program in the Department of Nanoscience and Microsystems at the University ofNew Mexico. His work in progress relates to hydroclimatology and solar cycles
	Abstract: Explorations of quantitative connections between solar cycles, global circulation patterns, temperatures, and streamflow characteristics of several mid latitude, high altitude watersheds have pointed to significant correlations with lags of several years.  This suggests the potential for improved multi-annual to sub-decadal forecasting of hydroclimatology in those regions.  Such conditions appear to apply to watersheds of the Himalayas as well as to the western United States.  This potential for improved hydrologic forecasting was explored in that context via correlations and linear regressions applied to key solar and atmospheric precursor features, temperature stations, and stream gage sites.  Regression studies focused on time series records for tributaries of the Upper and Lower Colorado River, as well as of the Upper Rio Grande.  Multi year forecast exercises were then conducted for the Pecos, Animas, and Gila rivers accordingly and those were compared to simple auto regression forecasts as well as forecasts (when available) which were based upon general circulation models (GCMs).  The forecasts based upon the new solar regression method ranked as the most accurate of all featured methods.  The GCM forecasts were found to be the least accurate of all methods examined.   Subsequent exploration of monthly correlations suggest that for appropriate locations, advances of hydroclimate forecasting accuracy with monthly resolution yet multi-annual lead times may also be possible through the new technique.  Complementary regression explorations included an exercise covering half a century in which relevant temperature patterns were accurately forecast 8 years in advance.The reproducible, multi year, high accuracy forecasts of temperature and moisture documented in this study offer both challenges to existing methods, along with the potential for an unprecedented era of more informed water management and climate communications in the western U.S. 


